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Press release

Decosit makes a bold move and
reschedules the fair to 15-16 June 2021
A tormented year passed; optimism lies ahead… Indeed, the start of vaccination programs in Europe and abroad offers
a perspective for a gradual normalization of our lives and our business activities.
However, a little more patience is required for events: many trade fairs, originally planned during springtime, have
been postponed until September or later. This causes an excess in trade fairs in the second half of the year. To encounter this problem, DECOSIT Brussels makes a bold move and announces new dates for its upcoming edition, two
months earlier than originally planned!
Momentum before summer
The next edition will take place on 15-16 June 2021, making DECOSIT the first rendez-vous for professionals in design,
upholstery and decoration fabrics since the start of the outbreak of the pandemic. This will make it possible for producers and designers to present their collections or designs “live” just before summer.
Hassle-free for exhibitors
We maintain the hassle-free, all-in-one booth concept which is very much appreciated by the exhibitors. Not only
because of its affordable prices, but also because of its unique but identifiable signature: the collections and products
presented speak for themselves. Palace 10 at Brussels Expo offers the fair and the exhibitors a pleasant, modern and
innovative exposition area.
No costs charged in case of cancellation of the fair
We are definitely looking forward to seeing you in June, while all necessary hygienic and safety measures will be taken
into account. However, should the situation dramatically change and the fair re-cancelled, no costs will be charged to
the registered exhibitors.
An updated list of participants can be found at www.decosit.brussels.
In the meantime, keep safe and stay healthy!
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